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examines upgradation and innovation by firms in gvcs through case studies of china india south korea the philippines and
sri lanka
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the contributions in this book highlight contextualize and analyze different aspects of social inequality what are the various
cause and effects of inequality how have these changed over recent decades which social policies might be best able to
intervene written by authors from a variety of disciplines and geographical regions these contributions provide a rich
account of inequality within contemporary society the role of the state the media and the market in exacerbating and
alleviating patterns of equality are all accessed alongside analysis of changing patterns of exclusion and hierarchy
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an up to date guide to an overview of authentication in the internet of things iot the internet of things iot is the network of
the countless physical devices that have the possibility to connect and exchange data among the various security
requirements authentication to the iot is the first step to prevent the impact of attackers iot security offers an important
guide into the development of the many authentication mechanisms that provide iot authentication at various levels such as



user level device level and network level the book covers a wide range of topics including an overview of iot and addresses
in detail the security challenges at every layer by considering both the technologies and the architecture used the authors
noted experts on the topic provide solutions for remediation of compromised security as well as methods for risk mitigation
and offer suggestions for prevention and improvement in addition iot security offers a variety of illustrative use cases this
important book offers an authoritative reference designed for use by all iot stakeholders includes information for securing
devices at the user device and network levels contains a classification of existing vulnerabilities written by an international
group of experts on the topic provides a guide to the most current information available on iot security written for network
operators cloud operators iot device manufacturers iot device users wireless users iot standardization organizations and
security solution developers iot security is an essential guide that contains information on security features including
underlying networks architectures and security requirements
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the handbook for convenient use is divided into eight main units 1 the solar resource 2 solar thermal collectors 3
photovoltaics 4 bioconversion 5 wind energy 6 solar energy storage systems 7 applications of solar energy 8 non technical
issues in addition there are three appendixes containing unit conversion tables and useful solar data it became obvious
early in this project that if proper coverage were to be given each of these areas it would be necessary to divide the
handbook into two volumes the first six units constitute part a engineering fundamentals and the last two units constitute
part b applications systems design and economics these volumes have been prepared primarily as reference books but it is
felt that many of the sections will prove useful for practicing engineers scientists and students
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strategic alliances have emerged as an important element of firms strategies following suit research on alliances has
blossomed concentrating on the various forms alliances take the reasons of their existence and increasingly embracing
questions of alliance management and governance tasks however most contributions which address the alliance
governance problem are yet rather vague and selective in their conception of alliance governance structures as well as the



factors which influence their suitability the aim of this book is to further advance our understanding of alliance governance
and to provide recommendations on the problem of alliance governance design following the configurational approach
sascha albers develops a comprehensive model of alliance governance systems he identifies relevant structural and
instrumental design parameters and analyzes major contingency factors including member firms cultures and alliance
experience number of alliance partners and trust which impact the design parameters suitability he finally deducts five
configurations or ideal types of alliance governance systems which can be regarded as blueprints for the practitioner and
as platform for further research for the alliance scholar potential readership includes scholars of strategic management
and organization theory interested students in these areas as well as practitioners involved in formulating and
implementing alliance strategies
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examines the integration of hardware with stand alone pv panels and real time monitoring of factors affecting the
efficiency of the photovoltaic panels offers the real time implementation of soft computing and embedded system in the
area of solar energy discusses how soft computing plays a huge role in the prediction of efficiency of stand alone and grid
connected solar pv systems discusses how embedded system applications with smart monitoring can control and enhance
the efficiency of stand alone and grid connected solar pv systems explores swarm intelligence techniques for solar pv
parameter estimation
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jan buchmann focuses on the valuation of a firm s innovation potential based on that firm s position in its lifecycle
compared to existing research the author does not center his research exclusively on mathematical valuation
methodologies instead the author compares collected valuation input data data interpretation approaches and valuation
methodologies suggested by theory with the ones applied by experienced valuation experts in a very structured way by
applying a firm typology subsequently he uncovers essential differences between theory and practice and derives theory



extending hypotheses from the uncovered differences
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originally published in 1988 leading international researchers in regional economic development have contributed an
integrated set of chapters reviewing the whole field and taking stock of current thinking the book is in honour of françois
perroux the father of regional development theory whose contributions to two important concepts in economics time and
space have been substantial the book comprises five parts part one covers perroux s work in general and on growth poles
in particular part two deals with the politics of place population and regional development techniques for regional policy
analysis and a neoclassical approach to regional economics in part three the canadian scene is reviewed at national and
regional levels in part four chapters on urban development small and medium size cities and capital grants deal with the
experiences of other countries part five concludes the book with a chapter on growth poles optimal size of cities and
regional disparities and government intervention
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this book is first part of the 3 volume set focusing on basic and advanced methods for using microbiology as an
entrepreneurial venture this volume explains the entrepreneurship skills for production cost benefit analysis and marketing
of bio fertilizers bio pesticides bio insecticides seaweed liquid biofertilizer and phosphate solubilizers chapters cover the
applications of microorganisms in small and large scale production to achieve a sustainable output the book provides
essential knowledge and working business protocols from all related disciplines in agribusiness organic farming and
economic integration this book is useful to graduate students research scholars and postdoctoral fellows and teachers who
belong to different disciplines via botany agriculture environmental microbiology and biotechnology plant pathology and
horticulture next two volumes are focused on food and industrial microbiology
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biofuels and bioenergy opportunities and challenges is the first of two volumes that address the technological
developments and challenges in the production of a broad range of biofuels and bioenergy products from renewable
feedstock the book emphasizes the opportunities and challenges involved in various processes including fermentation
transesterification microbial fuels cells liquefaction gasification and pyrolysis these are also considered from a biorefinery
perspective and discuss all common biomass feedstocks in addition the book presents new research on microalgae from
waste water treatment large scale production of microalgae microbial biooil production biogas production computational
tools for manipulation of metabolic pathway for enhanced biogas production production of biofuel from genetically
modified microalgal biomass techno economic analysis environmental impact and life cycle analysis biofuels and bioenergy
is an ideal reference on the latest research for researchers and students working in the area of biofuels and renewable
energy addresses biological and chemical methods of biofuel and bioenergy production provides industry case studies
alongside in depth techno economic analysis environmental impact and life cycle assessment of biofuels production focuses
on the commercial viability of production processes
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the subject of india s rapid growth in the past two decades has become a prominent focus in the public eye a book that
documents this unique and unprecedented surge and addresses the issues raised by it is sorely needed arvind panagariya
fills that gap with this sweeping ambitious survey india the emerging giant comprehensively describes and analyzes india s
economic development since its independence as well as its prospects for the future the author argues that india s growth
experience since its independence is unique among developing countries and can be divided into four periods each of
which is marked by distinctive characteristics the post independence period marked by liberal policies with regard to
foreign trade and investment the socialist period during which indira ghandi and her son blocked liberalization and
industrial development a period of stealthy liberalization and the most recent openly liberal period against this historical
background panagariya addresses today s poverty and inequality macroeconomic policies microeconomic policies and
issues that bear upon india s previous growth experience and future growth prospects these provide important insights and



suggestions for reform that should change much of the current thinking on the current state of the indian economy india
the emerging giant will attract a wide variety of readers including academic economists policy makers and research staff in
national governments and international institutions it should also serve as a core text in undergraduate and graduate
courses that deal with indias economic development and policies
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vols 1 36 1914 1949 1999 issued in separate parts called sections e g journal section federal court section privy council
section allahabad section bombay section etc
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this book investigates the impact of information and communication technologies icts on development and well being
beyond economic benefits and highlights some emerging issues relating to the realities constraints and digital divides with
particular reference to india it collects a series of novel contributions studying the indian experience in an international
cross country perspective the book also discusses economic social and behavioural aspects of well being as well as access
to icts across regions states and individuals to account for the digital divide the book establishes an aggregate relationship
between ict exposure and well being at the country level and addresses a number of fundamental issues such as whether
ict raises the level of transparency and governance based on case studies and anecdotal evidence it then further assesses
the effective implementation of service delivery through ict innovations the book is divided into four parts the introductory
part surveys the literature and presents background information on the indian case introduces the main themes on the
relationships between ict socio economic development and digital divides and provides a summary and roadmap to the
chapters of the book part ii focuses on the impact of ict on economic performance including economic growth productivity
and trade part iii examines the extent of the digital divides in india including international regional as well as inter
personal inequality finally part iv investigates the impact of ict on governance users well being and social outcomes
combining insights from analyses of a variety of socio economic dimensions related to digitalisation this book is relevant for



a wide range of scholars and researchers across disciplines as well as practitioners and policy makers while the book has a
main focus on india various contributions take an international cross country comparative perspective and the results have
general relevance for digitalisation and development on the whole the main message of this book is that the impact of icts
is contingent upon other assets capabilities and institutional conditions national policies should therefore not only promote
digitalization as such but also ensure its co evolution and complementarity with a variety of other country specific factors
chapter digitalisation and development issues for india and beyond of this book is available open access under a cc by 4 0
license at link springer com
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in nineteenth century cisleithanian austria poor working class women underwent mass migrations from the countryside to
urban centers for menial or unskilled labor jobs through legal provisions on women s work in the habsburg empire there
was an increase in the policing and surveillance of what was previously a gender neutral career turning it into one
dominated by thousands of female rural migrants servants of culture provides an account of habsburg servant law since the
eighteenth century and uncovers the paternalistic and maternalistic assumptions and anxieties which turned the interest of
socio political players in improving poor living and working conditions into practices that created restrictive gender and
class hierarchies through pioneering analysis of the agendas of medical experts police socialists feminists legal reformers
and even serial killers this volume puts forth a neglected history of the state of domestic service discourse at the turn of
the 19th century and how it shaped and continues to shape the surveillance of women
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proceedings of spie present the original research papers presented at spie conferences and other high quality conferences
in the broad ranging fields of optics and photonics these books provide prompt access to the latest innovations in research
and technology in their respective fields proceedings of spie are among the most cited references in patent literature
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geography in america at the dawn of the 21st century surveys american geographers current research in their specialty
areas and tracks trends and innovations in the many subfields of geography as such it is both a state of the discipline
assessment and a topical reference it includes an introduction by the editors and 47 chapters each on a specific specialty
the authors of each chapter were chosen by their specialty group of the american association of geographers aag based on
a process of review and revision the chapters in this volume have become truly representative of the recent scholarship of
american geographers while it focuses on work since 1990 it additionally includes related prior work and work by non
american geographers the initial geography in america was published in 1989 and has become a benchmark reference of
american geographical research during the 1980s this latest volume is completely new and features a preface written by
the eminent geographer gilbert white
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the book covers a wide range of topics in computer science and information technology including swarm intelligence
artificial intelligence evolutionary algorithms and bio inspired algorithms it is a collection of papers presented at the first
international conference on intelligent computing and communication icic2 2016 the prime areas of the conference are
intelligent computing intelligent communication bio informatics geo informatics algorithm graphics and image processing
graph labeling security privacy and e commerce computational geometry service orient architecture and data engineering
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indoor wireless communications from theory to implementation provides an in depth reference for design engineers system
planners and post graduate students interested in the vastly popular field of indoor wireless communications it contains
wireless applications and services for in building scenarios and knowledge of key elements in the design and



implementation of these systems technologies such as wireless local area networks bluetooth zigbee indoor optical
communications wimax umts and gsm for indoor environments are fully explained and illustrated with examples antennas
and propagation issues for in building scenarios are also discussed emphasizing models and antenna types specifically
developed for indoor communications an exhaustive survey on indoor wireless communication equipment is also presented
covering all available technologies including antennas distribution systems transceivers and base stations
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the world s deserts are sufficiently large that in theory covering a fraction of their landmass with pv systems could
generate many times the current primary global energy supply in three parts this study details the background and
concept of vls pv maps out a development path towards the realization of vls pv systems and provides firm
recommendations to achieve long term targets this represents the first study to provide a concrete set of answers to the
questions that must be addressed in order to secure and exploit the potential for vls pv technology and its global benefits
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anaerobic biotechnology is a cost effective and sustainable means of treating waste and wastewaters that couples
treatment processes with the reclamation of useful by products and renewable biofuels this means of treating municipal
agricultural and industrial wastes allows waste products to be converted to value added products such as biofuels
biofertilizers and other chemicals anaerobic biotechnology for bioenergy production principles and applications provides
the reader with basic principles of anaerobic processes alongside practical uses of anaerobic biotechnology options this
book will be a valuable reference to any professional currently considering or working with anaerobic biotechnology
options
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this volume s primary contribution to the field of economics is that it addresses the issue of inter linkages between money
finance and macroeconomics with a broad analytical perspective that has commonality with the post keynesians in an
attempt to assess the consequences of economic reforms and the fallout of the global financial crisis on india and the world
around the book argues that with the onset of the crisis as in most advanced economies debates and discussions in india
have been concerned with three main issues monetary policy and asset prices financial stability and macro prudential
regulation three related issues which are also considered important in the indian context are rule vs principle based
supervision integrated financial supervision and regulatory and supervisory independence the book argues that the crisis
highlighted the inadequacies of macro prudential regulatory structure which mainly addresses idiosyncratic risks specific
to individual financial institutions the crisis precipitated an extensive debate on the role of national regulatory and
supervisory authorities in crisis prevention and crisis management via macro prudential regulations which involves a
general equilibrium approach to regulation aiming at safeguarding the financial system as a whole the book then argues
that the crisis led to a paradigm shift in macroeconomic theory and policy this shift has been categorized into four specific
areas monetary policy financial regulation corporate governance and globalization the book analyses how the
characteristics of each of these four categories have changed from the pre crisis to the post crisis situation the book also
delves into the phenomenon of rising global commodity prices post crisis the book also deals with an analysis of the impact
of this crisis on employment in the us economy by simulating a macroeconomic model developed by the cambridge
department of applied economics in the 1980s
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